Lightspecs – John DEE – Oslo Norway

Updated: 3 September 2019

1x Grand MA1 Light, Latest version
36x 2.2KW Standard 8 bit dimmer channels.
48x 1KW Par 64, CP61

6x 1KW, Par64, CP61 Shortnose floorcan
2x 2-lights blinders (4x 650W)
1x Look Unique II Hazer

LIGHT GRID PIPING ONLY APPROVED FOR STATIC LOAD. NO DYNAMIC LOADS ALLOWED.

Stage:
6.6 meter wide, 4.6 meter deep, 0.7 meter high

Clearance stage floor to ceiling 3.10 meters
Clearance stage floor to upper light grid 2.59 meters
Clearance stage floor to lower light grid 2.28 meters
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